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MEASURING TIlE ABILITY OF TRANSITIVE REASONING, 
USING PRODUCT AND STRATEGY INFORMATION 
SAMANTHA BOUWMEESTER AND KLAAS SIJTSMA 
TILBURG UNIVERSITY 
Cognitive theories disagree about the processes and the number of abilities involved in transitive 
reasoning. This led to controversies about the influence of t,~k characteristics on individuals' performance 
and the development of transitive reasoning. In this study, a computer test was constructed containing 16 
transitive reasoning tasks having different characteristics with respect to presentation form, task format, 
and task content. Both product and strategy information were analyzed to measure the performance of 6- to 
13-year-old children. Three methods (MSP, DE'fECal, and Improved DIMTEST) were used to determine 
the number of abilities involved and to test the assumptions imposed on the data by item response models. 
Nonparametric IRT models were used to construct a scale for transitive reasoning. Multiple regression was 
used to determine the influence of task characteristics on the difficulty level of the tasks. It was concluded 
that: (1) the qualitatively distinct abilities predicted by Piaget's theory could not be distinguished by means 
of different dimensions in the data structure; (2) transitive reasoning could be described by one ability, 
and some task characteristics influenced the difficulty of a task; and (3) strategy information provided a 
stronger scale than product information. 
Key words: cognitive ability, cognitive strategies, dimensionality of test data, IRT models, transitive rea- 
soning, transitive reasoning scale. 
1. :Introduction 
1.1. D~finition of Transitive Reasoning 
Suppose an experimenter shows a child two sticks, A and B, which differ in length, Y, such 
that YA > YB. Next, stick B is compared with another stick C, which differs in length such that 
YB > YC. In this example the length relations YA > YB and YB > YC are the premises. When the 
child is asked, without being given the opportunity to visually compare this pair of sticks, which 
is longer, stick A or stick C, (s)he may or may not be able to give the correct answer. When 
a child is able to infer the unknown relation (YA > Yc) using the information of the premises 
(YA > YB and YB > Yc), (s)he is capable of transitive reasoning. 
1.2. ?7~eories of Transitive Reasoning 
Three general theories on transitive reasoning can be distinguished. They are the develop- 
mental theory of Piaget, information processing theory, and fuzzy trace theory. These theories 
propose different definitions of the transitive reasoning ability and different operationalizations 
into transitive reasoning tasks. Consequently, the theories lead to contradictory conclusions about 
children's transitive reasoning ability. 
1.2.1. Developmental ~ e o r y  of Piaget 
According to Piaget's theory (Piaget, Inhelder, & Szeminska, 1948), children acquire the 
cognitive operations to understand rules of logic at the concrete operational stage, at about six or 
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seven years old. This understanding implies that an object can have different relations with other 
objects. For example, a stick can be longer than a second stick and shorter than a third stick. 
This understanding is necessary to draw transitive inferences (Piaget & Inhelder, 1941; Piaget & 
Szeminska, 1941). At the pre-operational stage, before the concrete operational stage, children 
think in a nominal way. This means that objects are understood in an absolute form, but not in 
relation to other objects. Consequently, at this stage children are incapable of drawing a transitive 
inference. 
Piaget distinguished two kinds of reasoning. To understand a transitive inference, the formal 
rules of logic has to be acquired and applied to the transitive reasoning problem. This kind of 
reasoning was called operational reasoning. A child is able to reason in an operational way at the 
concrete operational stage. However, Piaget argued that operational reasoning is not necessary 
in each kind of task. When some kind of spatial cue in the task gives information about the 
ordering of objects (e.g., when all objects are presented simultaneously), operational reasoning 
is not required because the information given by the spatial cue can be used to infer the transitive 
relation; for example, objects become smaller from right to left. In this case, no formal rules have 
to be understood. Piaget called this kind of reasoning functional reasoning. Functional reasoning 
is acquired at the pre-operational stage. Piaget was in particular interested in the development 
of logical comprehension, and therefore used transitive reasoning tasks in which the premises 
were successively presented to be sure that children had to reason in an operational way. When a 
successive presentation of the premises is used, spatial cues about the ordering of objects are not 
available (although other kinds of ordering cues might be available). 
1.2.2. Information Processing Theory 
Although within information processing theory a broad diversity of ideas about information 
processing exists, differently oriented researchers on transitive reasoning do not make a distinc- 
tion between functional and operational reasoning. An understanding of formal logical rules is 
not a necessary condition for drawing transitive inferences in any version of information process- 
ing theory. For example, in their linear ordering theory Trabasso, Riley, and Wilson (1975) and 
Trabasso (1977) emphasized the linear ordering in which the premise information was encoded 
and internally represented. Linear ordering was the only ability involved in transitive reasoning, 
rendering it a one-dimensional construct. Task characteristics like presentation form (simultane- 
ous or successive), task format (e.g., YA > Y~ > Yc and YA = Y~ = Yc = YD), and content of 
the task (physical, like length; or verbal, like happiness) might influence the difficulty to form an 
internal representation, but the same ability is assumed for all kinds of transitive reasoning tasks. 
Sternberg (1980a, 1980b) and Sternberg and Weil (1980) studied the development of linear 
syllogistic reasoning, a special form of transitive reasoning in which the premise information is 
presented verbally. Sternberg (1980b) showed that a mixed model, which contains both a linguis- 
tic component and a spatial component, could explain linear syllogistic test data (for alternative 
models, see also Clark, 1969; DeSoto, London, & Handel, 1965; Huttenlocher, 1968; Hutten- 
locher & Higgens, 1971; Quinton & Fellows, 1975; and Wright, 2001). According to this mixed 
model, both a verbal and a linear ordering ability are involved in solving linear syllogistic rea- 
soning tasks. Premise information is first encoded linguistically, and then ordered spatially into 
an ordered internal representation. 
1.2.3. Fuzzy Trace Theory 
According to fuzzy trace theory (Brainerd & Kingma, 1985, 1984; Reyna & Brainerd, 
1990), the level of exactness of encoded information varies along a continuum. One end is de- 
fined by fuzzy traces, which are vague, degenerate representations that conserve only the sense 
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of recently encoded data in a schematic way. The other end is defined by verbatim traces, which 
are literal representations that preserve the content of recently encoded information with exacti- 
tude. These verbatim traces contain information like: there is a red object and a yellow object; the 
objects are vertical bars; and the red bar is longer than the yellow bar. At the other end of the con- 
tinuum, the information is stored in a degraded, schematic way; for example, objects get longer 
to the left (Brainerd & Kingma, 1985; Reyna & Brainerd, 1990). The various levels of the con- 
tinuum process in parallel; that is, by encoding literal information from a task, at the same time 
degraded fuzzy information is processed at several levels. Brainerd and Kingma (1984, 1985), 
and also Reyna and Brainerd (1990) showed that the fuzzy end, containing degraded information 
about the ordering of objects, was used to draw a transitive inference. 
Fuzzy trace theory does not distinguish operational and functional reasoning (Reyna & 
Brainerd, 1992; see also Chapman & Lindenberger, 1992). It is assumed that task characteristics 
influence the level of the fuzzy trace continuum that may be used and, consequently, determine 
the difficulty level of a transitive reasoning task. No logical rules have to be applied and one 
ability, which is the ability to form and use fuzzy traces, explains an individual's performance 
on different kinds of tasks, rendering the construct of transitive reasoning a one-dimensional 
construct. 
1.2.4. Comparison of Theories 
Number of Abilities Involved The most important point of disagreement is what the ability 
to draw a transitive inference really is. Piaget distinguished operational and functional reason- 
ing, two forms of reasoning that were qualitatively different, and acquired at different stages of 
cognitive development. Trabasso, Riley and Wilson's (1975) linear ordering theory assumes that 
forming an internal representation of the objects is one ability. Sternberg, who studied linear 
syllogistic reasoning, assumed a mixed model in which both a verbal and a spatial ability are in- 
volved. They are assumed to function as two separate abilities. Fuzzy trace theory also assumes 
one ability, that is, reasoning based on a fuzzy continuum. 
From the perspective of Piaget's theory, information processing theory and fuzzy trace the- 
ory define transitive reasoning as a functional form of reasoning only applicable to a limited 
set of transitive reasoning tasks in which a linear ordering of the objects is given by a spatial 
cue. This functional reasoning does not require an understanding of transitivity, which is only 
acquired when children are capable of operational reasoning (Chapman & Lindenberger, 1988). 
Influence of Task Characteristics on Difficulty Although not all theories make explicit pre- 
dictions about the influence of task characteristics on the difficulty of a task, 1 implications with 
respect to difficulty can be inferred from the theories' assumptions. 
Piaget's Theory. Firstly, because simultaneously presented tasks can be solved by functional 
reasoning while successively presented tasks must be solved by operational reasoning, from 
Piaget's theory it can be inferred that simultaneous presentation of the premises of a task is 
easier than successive presentation. Secondly, because the same logical rules are needed to 
solve equality, inequality, or mixed equality-inequality task formats, the format of the task 
(e.g., YA > Y8 > Yc, or YA = Y8 = Yc) does not influence the difficulty of a task. Thirdly, 
because content of the relationship does not influence the application of logical rules, type 
of content does not influence the difficulty level of a task. However, Piaget first used length 
and then other concrete observable relationships to study transitive reasoning. Therefore, as a 
1For example, in Piaget's theory the influence of external conditions (like task characteristics) on performance was 
hardly discussed. 
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fourth prediction it may be hypothesized that inferring a transitive relationship in a physical  
type-of-content task is easier than in a nonphysical type-of-content task. 
• Information Processing Theory. Firstly, the formation of a linear ordering and the memory of 
the premises are expected to be easier when the premises are presented simultaneously than 
when they are presented successively. Secondly, because it is more difficult to form a linear 
ordering of a mixed-format task, it may be expected that mixed inequality-equality tasks are 
more difficult than equality or inequality tasks. Although information processing theorists do 
not use equality-format tasks to study transitive reasoning, these tasks may be expected to be 
easier than inequality-format tasks because the internal representation of an equality task is 
easier than the internal representation of an inequality task. Thirdly, according to the mixed 
model of Sternberg (1980b) both a verbal and a spatial ability are needed to solve linear 
syllogisms. For verbally presented tasks, both abilities are required, and for physical  tasks, 
only the spatial ability is required. Thus, it may be hypothesized that verbal tasks (linear 
syllogisms) are more difficult than physical  tasks. 
• Fuzzy Trace Theory. Firstly, because the retrieval of a fuzzy trace is easier for simultaneously 
presented tasks (which contain a spatial-order correlation) than for successively presented 
tasks (in which the ordering of the premises is less obvious) (Brainerd & Reyna, 1992), suc- 
cessive presentation is expected to be more difficult than simultaneous presentation. Secondly, 
because it is difficult to reduce the pattern information of the mixed inequality-equality format 
into a fuzzy trace, it can be hypothesized that the mixed inequality-equality format is more 
difficult than the equality or the inequality format. Thirdly, when a fuzzy trace is used to in- 
fer the transitive relation only pattern information and no verbatim information (like type of 
content of tasks) is involved. Thus, different types of content are not expected to influence the 
difficulty level. 
A summary of the influence of task characteristics on the difficulty level according to the theories 
is given in Table 1. 
TABLE 1. 
Compar i son  of  the theories with respect  to the number  of abilities and influence of  task characterist ics on difficulty level 
of  tasks 
Theory Topic Predictions 












two, functional and operational reasoning 
successive more difficult than simultaneous 
all formats sane difficulty 
verbal content more difficult than physical content 
one (linear ordering), two (mixed model) 
successive more difficult than simultaneous 
equality easier than other formats, mixed more difficult 
than other formats 
verbal content more difficult than physical content 
one 
successive more difficult than simultaneous 
equality easier than other formats, mixed more difficult 
than other formats 
physical content and verbal content equally difficult 
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1.2.5. Responses 
Cognitive theories not only disagree about the kinds of tasks that should be used to measure 
transitive reasoning, but also about the types of responses that are required to verify that a child 
had really drawn a transitive inference. Piaget asked children to verbally explain their answers to 
verify whether a child has really used operational reasoning to solve a transitive reasoning task. 
According to Piaget, children were capable of operational reasoning when they could mention 
aloud all the premises involved (Piaget, 1961; Piaget & Inhelder, 1941; Piaget et al., 1948). More 
recently, Chapman & Lindenberger (1992) assumed a child to be able to draw a transitive in- 
ference when (s)he was able to explain the judgments. However, information processing theory 
hypothesized that the verbal explanations interfered with the cognitive processes (see, e.g., Brain- 
erd, 1977). Also, the internal representation was not assumed to be necessarily verbal. Instead, 
cognitive processes were measured using reaction times (e.g., Trabasso et al., 1975) or using 
the performance of children on specific task formats (e.g., Murray & Youniss, 1968; Smedslund, 
1963). 
When the aim of a study is to construct a transitive reasoning task for determining the age 
of emergence as exactly as possible, using either the judgment or the judgment-plus-explanation 
may highly influence the result. For example, although a fair comparison between studies using 
different task formats could not be made, Bryant and Trabasso (1971) found children of only 
four years old to be able of transitive reasoning, but Chapman & Lindenberger (1992) did not 
find children able of transitive reasoning before the age of seven. 
In fact, the discrepancy of judgment and judgment-plus-explanation approaches can be sum- 
marized as a choice between type I and type II errors (Smedslund, 1969). Given the null hypoth- 
esis that children do not have a transitive reasoning ability, a judgment-only response is prone 
to evoke a type I error (false positive), assuming that a child is able to draw a transitive in- 
ference when in fact it is not. However, when a verbal explanation is required, a type II error 
(false negative) is likely to occur, by assuming that a child is not able to draw a transitive in- 
ference when in fact it is. This inference may be caused by the child's underdeveloped verbal 
ability. When the aim of the study is to obtain an impression of the processes involved in the 
development of transitive reasoning, the explanations given by the child are useful, accepting 
the risk of a type II error and being somewhat conservative about the age of emergence. Using 
judgment-plus-explanation data, Verweij, Sijtsma, and Koops (1999) showed that several transi- 
tive and nontransitive strategies were used to solve different kinds of transitive reasoning tasks. 
For several task types, different strategies led to correct answers. 
1.3. Goal of Present Study 
The disagreement about the number of abilities involved in transitive reasoning, the type 
of responses to be recorded, and the influence of task characteristics on task performance led to 
three hypotheses: 
1. Ho: Two qualitatively different abilities, functional and operational reasoning, explain the 
response patterns on various tasks containing transitive relations. 
HA: One ability explains the response patterns on various transitive reasoning tasks. The tasks 
differ only in difficulty. 
2. Ho: The response patterns based on strategy scores provide a better scale than the response 
patterns based on product scores (see section 2.6 for a description of strategy and product 
scores). 
HA: Response patterns containing strategy scores and response patterns containing product 
scores both provide good scales. 
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. Ho: The difficulty of transitive reasoning tasks is not influenced by task characteristics or 
combinations of task characteristics. 
HA: The difficulty of transitive reasoning tasks is influenced by task characteristics or com- 
binations of task characteristics. 
For determining the number of abilities involved in transitive reasoning (first hypothesis), non- 
parametric item response theory (NIRT) methods (Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000; Stout, 1993, 1996) 
were used to investigate the underlying dimensionality of  a data set generated by means of  a set 
of  tasks having different characteristics. When one ability is involved, the task scores can be ex- 
plained by one underlying dimension. Then, the transitive reasoning tasks differ only in difficulty 
as predicted by linear ordering theory (Trabasso et al., 1975) and fuzzy trace theory. When two 
or more abilities are involved for solving different kinds of tasks, multiple dimensions are needed 
to describe the responses of  children to a set of transitive reasoning tasks. 
To investigate which kind of  response information gives the most useful insights into tran- 
sitive reasoning, two kinds of  responses were compared (second hypothesis). First, we collected 
the correct/incorrect judgments children gave on a set of  transitive reasoning tasks (quantified 
as product scores). Second, the verbal explanations children gave for the judgments (quantified 
as strategy scores) were recorded. Before comparing the usefulness of  both types of  responses, 
the relationship between the two types was investigated. II~F models were used to compare the 
quality of the product scores and the strategy scores. 
The predictions of the theories with respect to the dill]culty level of transitive reasoning 
tasks (Table 1) were studied by determining the influence of task characteristics on the difficulty 
level of the tasks (third hypothesis). For this purpose a multiple regression model was used. 
2. Method 
2.1. Operationalization of the Construct 
For constructing transitive reasoning tasks, three kinds of task characteristics were used. The 
first characteristic was presentation form of the premises. According to Piaget's theory, qualita- 
tively different reasoning abilities are involved in successive or simultaneous presentation of the 
premises, while information-processing theory and fuzzy trace theory assume that one ability 
is involved in both presentation forms. The second characteristic was task format. Various task 
formats may have a different influence on the formation of a linear ordering or the use of log- 
ical rules. The third characteristic was task content. This characteristic was chosen to evaluate 
the influence of different kinds of content of the transitive relation on performance. According 
to Sternberg (1980a, 1980b), both a spatial and a verbal representation are involved in solving 
tasks having a verbal content (linear syllogism) whereas only a spatial representation is involved 
when the content is physical. The performances on the tasks were both evaluated by means of 
the correct/incorrect answers and the verbal explanations of the answers. 
2.2. Tasks 
Three kinds of  task characteristics, presentation form, task format, and task content, with 2, 
4, and 2 levels, respectively, were completely crossed, forming 2 x 4 x 2 = 16 tasks. The task 
characteristics and their levels are: 
• Presentation form. The two levels are: 
1. Simultaneous presentation (Figure 1, tasks 1, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, and 16). When the 
premises were presented simultaneously, all the objects were visible simultaneously dur- 
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FIGURE 1. 
I t ems  o f  the  transi t ive  r e a s o n i n g  test .  In  the  p h y s i c a l  con ten t  i t e m s  st icks  had  d i f ferent  co lors  (not  v i s ib le  here) .  
ing the whole  task. According to Piaget's theory, this kind of  task may be solved using 
functional reasoning. 
2. Successive presentation (Figure 1, tasks 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14, and 15). When the premises 
were presented successively, in each step of  the presentation one pair of  objects was visible 
but the other objects used in the task were not. According to Piaget's theory, this kind of  
task must be solved using operational reasoning. 
• Task format.  The four levels are: 
1. YA > Jc~ > YC; transitive test pair YA, YC (Iqgure 1, tasks 1, 6, 12, and 13). In Figure 
1, Task 1, the lion is assumed to be older than the camel, and the camel is assumed to be 
older than the hippo. 
2. YA = YB = Yc = YD; transitive test pair YA, Yc (Figure 1, tasks 3, 7, 9, and 16). In 
Figure 1, Task 7, all sticks have the same length. 
3. YA > YB > YC > YD > YE; transitive test pair YB, YD (Figure 1, tasks 4, 8, 10, and 15). 
In Figure 1, Task 4, the green stick is longer than the red one, the red one is longer than 
the purple one, the purple one is longer than the yel low one, and the yel low one is longer 
than the orange one. 
4. YA = YB > YC = YD; transitive test pair YA, Yc (Figure 1, tasks 2, 5, 11, and 14). In 
Figure 1, Task 5, the hedgehog is assumed to be the same age as the rabbit, the rabbit is 
assumed to be older than the duck, and the duck is assumed to be the same age as the 
chicken. 
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,, Type of content. The two levels are: 
1. Physical content (Figure 1, tasks 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15). When the content of the task 
was physical, the length relation between the sticks could be observed visually during the 
presentation of the premises. 
2. Verbal content (Figure 1, tasks 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16). When the content of the task 
was verbal, the experimenter told the age relation between the animals to the child during 
the presentation of the premises. 
2.3. Instrument 
The transitive reasoning computer program T r a n r e d  (Bouwmeester & Aalbers,  2002) was 
an individual test, constructed especially for this study. This computer program replaced the 
normally used in vivo presentation of the tasks. The advantage of a computerized test was that 
the administration of the test was highly standardized. Moreover, movements and sounds could 
be implemented to enhance the test 's attractiveness and hold the child's attention. Finally, the 
registration of the test scores was done mostly by the program during the test administration. The 
verbal explanation the child gave after (s)he had clicked on the preferred answer was recorded in 
writing by the experimenter. The tasks were presented in the same fixed order for every subject 
(see Figure 1 for the task ordering). Relatively difficult tasks were alternated with easier tasks 
to keep the children motivated. A pilot study showed that the verbal explanations with respect 
to the same objects appearing in different tasks were hardly ever confused. Nevertheless, to 
avoid a dependence between the objects of different tasks, tasks sharing the same objects or 
task characteristics were alternated as much as possible by tasks having different objects or task 
characteristics. 
2.4. Procedure 
The test was administrated in a quiet room in the school building. The experimenter started 
a little conversation with the child to put him/her at ease and introduce the task types. Then the 
child did some exercises to get used to the T r a n r e d  program. The buttons of the program were 
explained. It was explained that the colored sticks could have different lengths, which could only 
be observed when the doors of the box were opened (see Figure 1, physical content). Also, it was 
explained that the animals could have different ages, but that this was not observable. After the 
instructions were given, the test was started. 
When the content of the relation was physical, a box appeared on the screen which either 
contained all objects (Figure 1, simultaneous presentation of physical content) or a pair of ob- 
jects (Figure 1, successive presentation ofphysical content). The doors were opened to show the 
objects of the first premise pair, and the child was asked which stick was longer or whether the 
sticks had the same length. When the sticks differed in length, the difference could be observed 
clearly. Then the child clicked on the longest stick, or on the equality button when both sticks had 
the same length. The doors closed and the doors of the next premise pair opened. The question 
was repeated for all premise pairs. During the test phase, the doors were closed and the length of 
the sticks could not be compared visually. The child was asked which of two sticks was longer 
or whether the sticks had the same length. After the child had clicked on one of the sticks or 
on the equality button, (s)he was asked to explain the answer. The experimenter wrote down the 
explanation, the box disappeared from the screen, and the next task started. 
When the content of the relation was verbal, all animals (Figure 1, simultaneous presenta- 
tion of verbal content) or a pair of animals (Figure 1, successive presentation of verbal content) 
walked onto the screen. For each premise pair, the experimenter told the child which animal was 
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older or that both animals had the same age. The child was asked to click on the oldest animal 
or on the equality button when both animals had the same age. This was repeated for all premise 
pairs. In the test phase, the child was asked which of two animals was older or whether both 
animals had the same age. After the child had clicked on one of the animals or on the equal- 
ity button, the experimenter asked the child for an explanation of the answer. The experimenter 
wrote down the explanation, the animals walked off the screen, and the next task started. 
The administration of the test took about half  an hour, depending on the age of the child. 
For young children the test took more time and for older children the test took less time. 
2.5. Sample 
The transitive reasoning test was administered to 615 children ranging in age from 6 to 13 
years old. Children came from six elementary schools in the Netherlands. The children came 
from middle-class social-economic status (SES) families. Table 2 gives an overview of the num- 
ber of children and their mean age within each grade. 
2.6. Responses 
Product Scores When children clicked on the correct object in the test phase, they received 
a score of 1. When they clicked on an incorrect object a score of 0 was registered. 
Strategy Scores This study builds on previous research on scaling transitive reasoning by 
Verweij (1994). He found satisfactory inter-rater agreement for two raters who independently 
coded the verbal explanations given by children who solved transitive reasoning tasks. Figure 2 
gives an overview of the transitive and nontransitive strategies children used in this study to solve 
the 16 tasks. When children did not give an explanation they said that they had either guessed, did 
not know how they knew the answer, or could not explain their answer. When children gave an 
explanation but the premise information was not used, children used external information instead 
to explain their answer (e.g., the parrot is older because parrots can live more than 40 years); or 
they used visual aspects of the task to explain their answer (e.g., the blue stick is longer because 
I can see that when I look close). 
When the information of the premises was used correctly, children literally mentioned the 
premises or reduced the information of the premises. When the premises were mentioned liter- 
ally, the child mentioned all the premises involved (e.g., Y A > Y~ > Yc : animal A is older than 
animal C because animal A is older than animal B, and animal B is older than animal C). This 
TABLE2. 
Number of chil~en, mean age, and standard deviation (SD) by grade 
A g e  
Grade Number  Mean  a SD 
2 108 95.48 7.81 
3 119 108.48 5.53 
4 122 119.13 5.37 
5 143 132.81 5.17 
6 123 144.95 5.34 





- q  correct 
I ~  incorrect 
literal premise information 
reduced premise information 
incorrect premise information 
_ _  incomplete premise information 
test~premise pair confusion 
no premise information 
/ visual information 
] ~ external information 
' . . . . .  no explanation 
FIGURE 2. 
Transitive and nontransitive reasoning strategies. 
strategy is equivalent to operational reasoning in Piaget's theory. When the information of the 
premises was reduced correctly, children used a reduction of the premise information, by using 
the position of the objects (e.g., YA > YB > YC > YD > YE, simultaneous presentation; all an- 
imals are ordered from left to right, the oldest animal flrst, so animal B is older than animal D); 
the time sequence (e.g., YA > YB > YC > YD > YE, successive presentation; the sticks are 
ordered in time, stick A was presented first and is the longest. Object B was presented before 
object D, so object B is longer); or a total reduction (e.g., YA = YB = YC = YD: all animals 
have the same age). When the premises were mentioned incorrectly, children used an incorrect 
interpretation of the premises (e.g., YA = YB > YC = YD: all sticks are equally long, except f o r  
stick B, which is longer. So stick A and stick C are equally long); gave an incomplete explanation 
(e.g., YA > YB > YC: stick A is longer than stick C because stick B is longer than stick C); or 
confused the test-pair with a premise-pair (e.g., YA > Y~ > Yc: stick A is longer than stick C 
because I have jus t  seen that stick A is longer than stick C). 2 The strategies in which the premise 
information was mentioned literally or reduced correctly, were called transitive reasoning strate- 
gies and received a score of 1. All other strategies received a score of 0. In 0.16% of all cases, 
the explanation given by the child could not be classified in one of the strategy groups. In those 
cases a missing value was registered. 
2.7. Item Response Theory 
Our three hypotheses were investigated by means of IRT. Figure 3 gives an overview of 
the successive steps that were followed in this study. We first mention these steps and provide a 
global description of the rationale behind them. Then we explain the assumptions, methods and 
models in some detail. 
2In a study by Bouwmeester, Sijtsma, and Vermunt (2004), a nominal variable was used in which all strategies were 
distinguished to determine the relationships between age, strategy use, and task characteristics. 
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O v e r v i e w  o f  t h e  s u c c e s s i v e  a n a l y s e s ,  
IRT models provide methods to assess the dimensionality of the data, and thus can be used to 
determine the number of abilities involved in our transitive reasoning test. The program DETECT 
(Stout, 1996), was used to investigate dimensionality using the local independence assumption 
of IRT, and the program MSP (Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000) was used for the same purpose using 
the monolonicity assumption of IRT. DETECT and MSP are exploratory methods. In contrast, 
the program Improved DIMTEST (Stout, 1993) was used to test the hypotheses about the dimen- 
sionality resulting from DETECT, MSR and the theories about transitive reasoning. 
Our approach is more exploratory than confirmatory, and there is a methodological and a 
theoretical reason for this. Methodologically, the exploratory methods DETECT and MSP were 
used instead of a confirmatory method like factor analysis, because factor analysis of dichoto- 
mous item scores has problems due to the extreme discreteness of such scores (Nandakumar, Yu, 
Li, & Stout, 1998; McDonald, 1985; Hatti, Krakowski, Rogers, & Swaminathan, 1996). Van Ab- 
swoude, Van der Ark, and Sijtsma (2004) argued that D E ~ C T  and MSP do not suffer from these 
problems. Theoretically, we chose an explorative approach because Piaget's theory is not explicit 
about the role of task characteristics with respect to the kind of ability (functional or operational) 
that is involved in transitive reasoning; that is, pra ise  hypotheses about the task loadings on 
different factors or dimensions cannot be posited, ttowever, some less explicit expectations may 
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be derived from the literature, hnproved DIMTEST was used to test the expectation that succes- 
sive tasks are solved by operational reasoning while simultaneous tasks are solved by functional 
reasoning (Chapman & Lindenberger, 1988, 1992). 
The results of  MSR DETECT, and Improved DIMTEST were compared and the resulting 
conclusion answered the first hypothesis about the number of abilities. This conclusion was used 
as the input for investigating the second hypothesis. This was done by fitting two progressively 
more restrictive IRT models to the data. First, we fitted the nonparametric monotone homogeneity 
model (MHM; Mokken, 1971, chap. 4; Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002, chap. 2) to the two data 
sets. This model implies the ordering of  children with respect to ability level. A more restrictive 
nonparametric model is the double monotonicity model (DMM; Mokken, 1971, chap. 4; Sijtsma 
& Molenaar, 2002, chap. 6). When this model fits, both the children and the transitive reasoning 
tasks can be ordered, but on separate scales. ] 'he linear logistic test model (LLTM; Fischer, 1973, 
1995; Scheiblechner, 1972) can be used to model the relationships between task difficulty and 
task characteristics. However, since the LLTM is a specialization of the Rasch model it is highly 
restrictive. Because the Rasch model did not fit our data, multiple regression on P-values was 
used as an alternative (Green & Smith, 1987). 
2.Z1. Assumptions Common to the IRT Models Used in This Study 
Local Independence Let the test consist of J dichotomously scored tasks, and let 0 denote 
the latent ability measured by the J tasks. It the tasks measure more than one ability, we assume 
W latent ability parameters collected in a vector 0 = (01, . . . ,  Ow). Let Xj be the random vari- 
able for the score on task j ,  with j = 1 . . . . .  , J ;  and let xj be the realization of this variable, with 
xj = O, 1. The task score variables are collected in X = (Xi, . . . ,  X j ) ,  and the realizations in 
x = (xi . . . . .  x j ) .  Finally, the conditional probability of a 1 score on task j is denoted Pj (0); 
this is the item response surface. For scalar O, Pj (0) is the item response function (IRF). The 
assumption of local independence (LI) is defined as 
J 
P ( X  = x I O) = 1-I PJ (O)xj[1 - PJ (O)]i-xj" (1) 
j = l  
LI means that a subject's response to a task is not influenced by his/her responses to the other 
tasks in the test. LI implies that the covariance of two tasks, j and k, given the latent trait compos- 
ite, 0, is zero; that is, Cov(Xj ,  Xk I 0) = 0. This zero conditional covariance is known as weak 
local independence, which is important for practical item selection (Stout et el., 1996; Zhang & 
Stout, 1999a) to be discussed shortly. 
Unidimensionality The assumption of unidimensionality (LID) means that the data structure 
can be explained by a unidimensional latent trait, 0. When UD does not hold, one ability is not 
enough to explain the variation in the scores on different tasks, and a second ability may be 
necessary to explain the variability, and perhaps a third, a fourth, and so on. Although UD and 
LI are mathematically not the same, in practice, the same methods are used to evaluate these 
as sumptions. 
Monotonicity For unidimensional 0, we assume that the IRFs are monotone nondecreasing 
functions. That is, for two arbitrarily chosen fixed values of 0, say, Oa and Oh, we have that 
Pj(Oa) < Pj(Ob), whenever Oa < Ob; j = 1 . . . . .  J. (2) 
This is the monotonicity (M) assumption. Assumption M also gives information about the dimen- 
sionality of the task set, based on the variation in the slopes of the IRFs. Suppose that the task 
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set is multidimensional in the sense that some tasks measure 01 and others m e a s u r e  0 2. Because 
the slope of an IRF expresses the strength of the relationship of a task with the latent ability or a 
latent ability composite, it may well be that tasks measuring one ability have steeper IRFs than 
tasks measuring another ability. Even if a unidimensional IRT model is incorrectly hypothesized 
for these multidimensional data, the slopes of the IRFs may provide evidence of this multidi- 
mensionality (Hemker, Sijtsma, & Molenaar, 1995; Mokken, 1971; Siitsma & Molenaar, 2002, 
chap. 5; Van Abswoude et al., 2004). In this study, we investigated whether all the tasks measure 
the same 0 and, in case of multidimensionality, we tried to identify unidimensional subsets of 
tasks. 
The Monotone Homogeneity Model The MHM (Mokken, 1971, chap. 4; Sijtsma & Mole- 
naar, 2002, chap. 2) is based on the assumptions ofLI, UD, and M. The MHM is an NIRT model 
that orders subjects on the 0 scale using their number-correct score, defined as X+ = ~ Xj 
(Grayson, 1988; Hemker, Sijtsma, Molenaar, & Junker, 1997). Theoretically, this ordering of 
persons is the same for each task, and also for a number-correct score, based on the task scores 
Yj from any subset of tasks selected from the larger set of tasks that are driven by 0 and agree 
with the MHM. In practice, the number of tasks affects the accuracy of a person ordering esti- 
mated by means of the number-correct score X+. 
2.7.2. Methods to Assess the Dimensionality of the Data 
We used three methods to assess the dimensionality structure of the two dichotomous data 
sets. The first method was the item selection procedure in the computer program MSP (Molenaar 
& Sijtsma, 2000; Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002, chap. 5). This procedure is used to select the tasks 
on the basis of assumption M. The second item selection method was DETECT (Zhang & Stout, 
1999b). The third method was Improved DIMTEST (Stout, Froelich, & Gao, 2001). This method 
was used to test the null-hypothesis of UD Ik)r the whole task set. Both DETECT and DIMTEST 
use the assumption of LI to assess UI). 
Program MSP MSP (Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000) uses scalability coefficient H (Mokken, 
1971, pp. 157-169) to assess the discrimination power of individual tasks (i.e., the slopes of the 
IRFs) and the whole test. The item coefficient Hj is an index of the slope of the IRF relative to 
the spread of the number-correct score X+ in the group under consideration. The higher Hi, the 
better task j discriminates between different X+ scores. The H coefficient for the whole test of 
J tasks summarizes the slope information contained in all J item coefficients Hi. 
Mokken, Lewis, and Sijtsma (1986) argued that higher positive H values reflect higher dis- 
crimination of the whole set of tasks and, thus, a more accurate ordering of subjects. In practical 
test construction, to have at least reasonable discrimination, a lower bound value for Hj and H 
of 0.3 is recommended (Mokken, 1971, p. 184). Other guidelines (Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002, 
p. 60) for the interpretation of H are: 0.3 < H < 0.4 is a weak scale; 0.4 <_ H < 0.5 is a 
medium scale; and 0.5 < H < 1.0 is a strong scale. The MSP item selection procedure has been 
described in detail by Mokken (1971, pp. 190-194; also see Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000; Sijtsma 
& Molenaar, 2002, chap. 5). It is a bottom-up procedure, that starts by selecting the two items 
with the highest significantly positive Hjk that is at least c (c > 0; user-specified). Then the 
procedure adds tasks one by one, in each step maximizing the total H of the selected items, such 
that Hj > c for all selected items (for possible exceptions, see Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002, p. 79). 
After having selected the first scale, the procedure continues by selecting from the unselected 
items a second scale, a third scale, and so on. Van Abswoude et al. (2004) found that MSP was 
able to exactly retrieve the true dimensionality from simulated data when latent traits did not 
correlate highly (say, higher than .4). ttemker et al. (1995; see also Sijtsma & Molenaar, 2002, 
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p. 81; Van Abswoude et al., 2004) recommended using a range of c values from c = 0.00 to 
c = 0.55 with increments of 0.05, and described sequences of  outcomes for increasing c values 
typical of multidimensionality and unidimensionality. 
Program DETECT The computer program DE' IECT (Zhang & Stout, 1999a, 1999b; Rous- 
sos, Stout, & Marden, 1998) contains an item selection algorithm that tries to find the partitioning 
73 for which the degree to which LI is satisfied is maximal, given all possible partitions of  the 
task set. In contrast to MSR where assumption M is the basis of the item selection, weak LI 
is the basis of  DETECT. DETECT works best when all individual tasks load on one 0 (but not 
necessarily the same 0 for all tasks). This is called approximate simple structure (Zhang & Stout, 
1999a). When individual tasks load on different 0 s, approximate simple structure does not hold 
and no best partitioning can be determined. Under the assumption of  approximate simple struc- 
ture, the DETECT index is maximal when the underlying structure is correctly represented by 
the number and the composition of the clusters. When the DETECT value is zero, no best parti- 
tioning is possible and the task set is unidimensional. As a rule of thumb (Zhang & Stout, 1999b), 
a task set is considered unidimensional when the DETECT value is smaller than 0.1. To evaluate 
whether approximate simple structure exists, Zhang and Stout (1999b) proposed that their index 
R > 0.8. When approximate simple structure does not exist, it is difficult to decide how many 
dimensions are involved. Van Abswoude et al. (2004) recommended using MSP and DETECT 
together for analyzing one's data. 
Program Improved DIMTEST DIMTEST is a procedure that tests the null hypothesis that 
a set of items is dimensionally similar to another set of items. Because the DIMTEST proce- 
dure does not work for short tests, we used the improved DIMTEST procedure (Nandakumar & 
Stout, 1993). This procedure generates a unidimensional data set using a nonparametric bootstrap 
method to correct for bias in parameter estimates and to increase the power of the DIMTEST 
statistic (Stout et al., 1995). The hypothesis is tested that the generated data set has the same 
dimensionality as the real data set. For example, we tested the hypothesis that the responses to 
the successively presented tasks are dimensionally distinct from those to the simultaneously pre- 
sented tasks. We considered the simultaneously presented tasks to be the Assessment Test (AT; 
see Nandakumar & Stout, 1993) and the successively presented tasks to be the Partition Test (IXF; 
see Nandakumar & Stout, 1993). The items in AT were hypothesized to measure one dominant 
trait. An asymptotic test statistic, denoted T, was used to test whether the items in AT and PT 
measure the same 0. 
2.7.3. IRT Models and Assessment of Fit 
Monotone Homogeneity Model After the dimensionality of  the transitive reasoning data was 
investigated, the computer program MSP (Molenaar & Sijtsma, 2000) was used to investigate 
the fit of  the MHM to the two data sets. To evaluate whether the IRFs of the J tasks were all 
nondecreasing, subjects were partitioned into J restscore groups on the basis of  their restscore, 
R(_j) = X+ - Xj .  The restscore R(_j) is an ordinal estimator of 0 (Junker, 1993). To enhance 
power, small adjacent restscore groups were joined using recommendations given by Molenaar 
and Sijtsma (2000, p. 100). For each restscore group r the probability of giving a correct answer, 
P(X j  = 1 I R(_j) = r), was estimated, and the hypothesis was tested that these probabilities 
are nondecreasing in R(_j). 
Double Monotonicity Model The DMM adds a fourth assumption to the MHM, which states 
that the IRFs do not intersect. This fourth assumption equals invariant item ordering; that is, 
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the ordering of the J tasks is the same for different subgroups of subjects (except for possible 
ties), including individual 0s. In particular, for two tasks j and k, if  we know for one 0o that 
Pj(Oo) < Pk(Oo), then it follows that for any 0, we have that Pj(O) < Pk(O). This ordering 
property can be extended to all J tasks simultaneously. 
MSP was used to investigate whether the IRFs intersected. The scalability coefficient H r 
(Sijtsma & Meijer, 1992) for the J tasks in the test and the person coefficient Hi r were used 
to evaluate intersection of the IRFs. As a rule of thumb, if H r > 0.3 and the percentage of 
negative Hi r values < 10, then the IRFs do not intersect. Three additional methods were used to 
investigate the nonintersection of  IRFs for pairs of tasks. These methods are the restscore method, 
the restsplit method, and the inspection of  the P-matrices, P ( - ,  - )  and P ( + ,  + )  (Sijtsma & 
Molenaar,  2002, chap. 6). These methods are based on the same rationale, but use different 
subgroupings of  respondents for estimating the IRFs. The three methods differ in accuracy to 
estimate the IRFs and in power to detect intersections. 
Linear Regression Using P-values In the multiple regression model the proportions correct 
are regressed on the task characteristics. Because the proportions corrected are bounded between 
0 and 1, a logistic transformation of  the P-values was used. 
3. Results 
3.1. Relation between Product Scores and Strategy Scores 
Table 3 shows the proportions of strategy use and the proportions of correct answers given 
strategy use. The two "correct" strategies (literal and reduced premise information) almost al- 
ways led to correct answers. The three strategies in which no premise information is used (visual 
information, external information, and no explanation) have proportions of correct answers close 
to chance level. Test/premise pair confusion relatively oflen led to a correct answer, although it 
is an incorrect strategy. Table 3 shows that incorrect strategies often led to correct answers that 
were produced by chance. 
3.2. Hypothesis 1: Assessing Dimensionality 
3.2.1. Analysis of Product Scores 
Twelve cases were rejected from the analysis because of missing values on one or more 
tasks. The resulting sample consisted of  603 subjects. 
TABLE 3. 
Strategy use and proportion of correct answers 
Proportion of Proportion of 
Strategy strategy use correct answers 
Literal complete premise information 
Reduced premise information 
Incorrect premise information 
Incomplete premise information 














Item selection for increasing c-values, for MSP analysis using product scores 
c Scale 1 Scale 2 Scale 3 Scale 4 # Tasks rejected 
0.00 1,3,4,7,9,16 5,6,8,10,11,12,13,14,15 1 
0.05 1,3,4,7,9,16 5,6,8,10,11,12,13,14,15 1 
0.10 1,3,4,7,9,16 5,6,8,10,11,12,13,14,15 1 
0.15 3,4,7,9,16 1,5,8,10,11,12,13,14,15 2 
0.20 7,9,16 1,4,5,8,10,11,12,13,14,15 3 
0.25 7,9,16 5,14,10,8,1 4,13 11,15 4 
0.30 7,9,16 5,10,8,1 4,13 7 
0.35 7,9,16 5,10,1 4,13 8 
0.40 9,16 10,1 4,13 10 
0.45 9,16 10,1 4,13 10 
0.50 9,16 10,1 4,13 12 
0.55 16 
M S P  Ana ly s i s  Table 4 shows the sequence of outcomes of the MSP analysis with increasing 
c-values. Task 2 was immediately rejected because of a negative covariance with one of the other 
tasks. For lowerbound c = 0, two scales were formed containing six and nine tasks, respectively, 
which suggests that the test measures at least two latent abilities. For increasing c-values, Task 3 
and Task 6 were also rejected, and a third and a fourth scale were formed, both containing two 
tasks. For c-values of 0.40 and higher, almost all tasks were rejected and no scale was formed 
containing more than two tasks. For c = 0.55 no scale was formed. On the basis of the guidelines 
of Hemker et al. (1995), it was concluded that at least two abilities were involved in answering 
the tasks. One scale contained the tasks 7, 9, and 16 (H = 0.44), which all have the format 
YA = YB = YC = YD, and another, rather weak (H = 0.25) scale contained the tasks 1, 4, 5, 8, 
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, which have the formats YA > YB > YC; YA > YB > Y c  > YD > YE; 
and YA = YB > YC = YD. 
D E T E C T  Ana ly s i s  A random half of the sample was used for the DETECT procedure. The 
second half of the sample was used for cross-validation. The R index for assessing simple struc- 
ture was 0.74. This is smaller than the value of at least 0.8 that Zhang and Stout (1999b) proposed 
for approximate simple structure; refer to this source for a discussion on how to deal with sit- 
uations like this one. The maximum DETECT value [denoted D,(79*)] was 0.88, which was 
higher than 0.1, indicating that the task set was not unidimensional. The partitioning with this 
value had three clusters. For the second half of the sample, using the same partitioning that was 
found to be optimal for the first data set, we found D,(79.)  = 0.48 and R = 0.43. To gain 
more insight into the dimensionality of the data, 20 random samples of approximately 50% of 
the subjects were drawn from the original sample and the DETECT value was calculated for 
each sample. Figure 4 shows the number of times that two tasks were in the same cluster. Three 
(overlapping) clusters can be distinguished. One contained the tasks 3, 7, 9, and 16 (all with 
format YA = YB = YC = YD), which were almost always in the same cluster. A second cluster 
contained the tasks 1, 5, 8, 10, 11, and 14, and a third cluster contained the tasks 2, 4, 12, and 13. 
Task 6 did not fit well in any of the clusters and Task 15 might belong to either the second or the 
third cluster. 
I m p r o v e d  D I M T E S T  Ana ly s i s  Three hypotheses were tested. First, it was tested whether 
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16 through 20 times in the same cluster 
10 through 15 times in the same cluster 
6 through 9 times in the same cluster 
FIGURE 4. 
DETECT Partitioning in dusters for 20 random samples, product scores. 
successively presented (Piaget 's theory). Second, it was tested whether the tasks that had a verbal 
content measured the same ability as the tasks that had a physical content (Sternberg's mixed 
model). Third, it was tested whether the tasks with an equality format (YA = YB = YC = YD) 
measured another ability than the other tasks, which was the result of MSP and DETECT. The 
results were as follows. 
• Hypothesis 1: Statistic T was 1.24 (p > 0.05), so we cannot conclude that simultaneously 
and successively presented tasks require different abilities. 
• Hypothesis 2: Statistic T was 2.51 (p < 0.05), so the tasks having a verbal content may 
measure a different ability than the tasks having a physical  content. 
• Hypothesis 3: Statistic T was 2.85 (p < 0.05), so the equality tasks may measure a different 
ability than the the tasks having a inequality or mixed inequality/equality format. 
Conclusion about Dimensionality o f  Product Scores MSR DETECT and improved 
DIMTEST results converged to the conclusion that the structure of the product scores is not 
unidimensional.  MSP distinguished at least two dimensions, one defined by tasks with the equal- 
ity format and the other by the other tasks. DETECT found three partly overlapping clusters, one 
of which contained the tasks having the equality format. The Improved DIMTEST procedure 
supported the hypothesis that the tasks having an equality format were dimensionally distinct 
from the other tasks, and that the tasks having a verbal content were dimensionally distinct from 
the tasks having a physical  content. None of the three methods showed that the successively and 
simultaneously presented tasks were dimensionally distinct. 
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3.2.2. Analysis of Strategy Scores 
Fifteen subjects were rejected from the analysis because of missing values on one or more 
tasks. The resulting sample consisted of 600 subjects. Because only six children gave a transitive 
reasoning explanation for Task 2, this task was rejected from further analysis. 
MSP Analysis Table 5 shows the sequence of  item selection outcomes with increasing c- 
values. For c = 0, all tasks were selected into the same scale. For higher c-values, all tasks were 
selected into the same scale until a c-value of  0.40, when "Ihsk 12 was reiected from the scale. For 
c = 0 . 4 5 ,  a second scale was formed containing the tasks 3, 9, and 14. Considering this sequence 
of  outcomes, it could be concluded that the structure of  the strategy scores was unidimensional.  
DETECT Anag, sis The R ratio for the first half of  the sample was 0.68, indicating that 
there was no approximate simple structure. The maximum DETECT value [D~ (7)*)] was 0.57, 
indicating that the task set was not unidimensional.  The partitioning with maximum DETECT 
value had two clusters. For the cross-validation sample we found that D~ (7)*) = 0.24 and R = 
0.32. Again, 20 samples of  approximately 50% of  the original sample size were drawn at random 
from the original sample and the DETECT values were calculated for each sample. Figure 5 
shows two overlapping clusters; one cluster containing the tasks 3, 7, 9, and 16, which were 
almost always in the same cluster, and one cluster containing the other tasks. It could not be 
decided to which cluster the tasks 4 and 6 belong. 
Improved DIMTEST Analysis The same three hypotheses were tested as was done using the 
product scores. The results were as follows. 
• Hypothesis 1: Statistic T was 0.70 (p > 0.05), so we could not conclude that simultaneously 
and successively presented tasks required different abilities. 
• Hypothesis 2: Statistic T was 2.26 (p < 0.05), so the tasks having a verbal content may 
measure another ability than the tasks having a physical content. 
• Hypothesis 3: Statistic T was 2.30 (p < 0.05), so the equality tasks may measure a different 
ability than tasks having an inequality or mixed inequality/equality format. 
Conclusion about Dimensionality of Strategy Scores Different methods led to different 
conclusions about the dimensionali ty of  the data. MSP indicated unidimensionality. Improved 
TABLE 5. 
Item selection for increasing c-values, for MSP analysis using strategy scores 
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16 through 20 t imes  in the s a m e  cluster  
10 through 15 t imes  in the s a m e  cluster  
6 th rough  9 t imes  in the same  clusler  
FIGURE 5. 
DETECT Partitioning in clusters for 20 random samples, strategy scores. 
DIMTEST suggested distinct abilities for both the equality tasks and tasks having a verbal 
content. DETECT resulted in two dimensions. One cluster contained the tasks with the equality 
format and the other cluster contained the other tasks. The tasks having a verbal content did not 
form a distinct cluster. 
3.3. Hypothesis 2: Fitting the NIRT Models 
The product scores did not form a unidimensional scale. Therefore, the NIRT models were 
only fitted to the strategy scores. 
3.3.1. Analysis of Strategy Scorns 
MSR DETECT, and Improved DIMTEST led to different conclusions about the dimension- 
ality structure of the strategy scores. In particular, the equality tasks formed a distinct cluster. In 
the following analyses, 15 transitive reasoning tasks (except qhsk 2) were used. 
MHMAnalysis The H-value of  the scale was 0.45, indicating a medium strength scale. All 
His were between 0.38 (Task 12) and 0.66 (~Ihsk 16). Table 6 gives an overview of  the Pj-values 
and the Hi-values. The item-restscore regressions were increasing or nonsignificantly locally 
decreasing for each of  the 15 tasks. Thus the MHM fitted the 15 tasks. 
DMMAna~,sis The H r value was 0.52, and the percentage of  negative Hi r values was 1.4. 
According to the assessment of  intersection via restscore groups, the IRFs of  tasks 3 and 10, and 
tasks 9 and 10 intersected significantly (z3, lo = 1.81; zg, lo = 3.05). Investigating the intersec- 
tion via restsplit groups, the IRFs of  tasks 9 and 10, and tasks 4 and 12 intersected significantly 
for two dichotomizations (yielding z9,1o values of 2.04 and 3.12; and z4,12 values of  1.66 and 
1.67). The bivariate proportions in the P ( ÷ ,  +)  matrix showed an intersection of  the IRFs of 
tasks 9 and 10. 
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TABLE 6. 
Pj -value and Hi-value of the items, based on strategy scores 
Item Presentation Format Content Pj Hj 
6 successive YA > YB > YC physical .05 .46 
15 successive YA > YB > YC > YD > YE physical .07 .47 
5 simultaneous YA = YB > YC = YD verbal .15 .40 
14 successive YA = YB > YC = YD verbal .19 .42 
8 successive YA > YB > YC > YD > YE verbal .21 .48 
11 simultaneous YA = YB > YC = YD physical .31 .40 
4 simultaneous YA > YB > YC > YD > YE physical .39 .46 
12 successive YA > YB > YC verbal .40 .38 
3 successive YA = YB = YC = YD verbal .45 .41 
1 simultaneous YA > YB > YC verbal .56 .46 
10 simultaneous YA > YB > YC > YD > YE verbal .52 .51 
9 successive YA = YB = YC = YD physical .54 .40 
13 simultaneous YA > YB > YC physical .57 .50 
7 simultaneous YA = YB = YC = YD physical .77 .55 
16 simultaneous YA = YB = YC = YD verbal .86 .66 
S u m m a r i z i n g  the  resul t s  of  the  four me thods ,  the  task  pair  (9,10) h a d  the  mos t  ser ious  
in te rsec t ions ,  but  the  v io la t ions  were  small .  It was  c o n c l u d e d  that  the  D M M  fitted the  s t ra tegy 
data  and  that  an invar ian t  i t em  order ing  he ld  for the  15 tasks.  
3.4. Hypothesis  3: The Influence o f  Task Characterist ics on Diff iculty 
3.4.1. Mult iple  Regression 
A mul t ip le  regress ion  analys is  was  p e r f o r m e d  on the  15 tasks to w h i c h  the  D M M  fitted. T h e  
d e p e n d e n t  va r i ab le  was the  logi t  t r ans fo rma t ion  of  the  p ropor t ion  cor rec t  of  each  task. The  th ree  
task  charac te r i s t ics  were  the  p red ic to r  var iables .  Because  the  task  charac te r i s t ics  we re  n o m i n a l  
they were  t r a n s f o r m e d  to d u m m y  var iables .  A s igni f icant  F - v a l u e  was found:  F6,14 = 6.77 
(p  = 0.01).  T he  ad jus ted  R 2 was .71, m e a n i n g  that  the  m o d e l  exp la ined  71% of  the  va r i ance  of  
the  diff icul ty  levels  of  the  15 tasks.  Two regress ion  we igh t s  (Table  7) s igni f icant ly  dev ia ted  f rom 
0. The  fo rmat  YA = YB = YC = YD had  a pos i t ive  effect  on the  eas iness  of  a task. S imu l t aneous  
p re sen ta t ion  was eas ier  than  success ive  p resen ta t ion .  
TABLE 7. 
Estimated weights of the multiple regression model 
Characteristic B SE /~ P-value 
(Constant) - 1.980 .740 .028 
YA > YB > YC .273 .698 .096 .706 
YA = YB = YC = YD 1.797 .698 .632 .033 
YA > YB > YC > YD > YE .221 .611 .078 .727 
YA = YB > YC = YD --.957 .631 --.305 .168 
Presentation 1.504 .367 .597 .003 
Content .333 .393 .132 .420 
Simultaneous presentation form was coded 1. 
coded 0. Verbal type of content was coded 
coded 0. 
Successive presentation form was 
1. Physical type of content was 
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4. Discussion 
Theories stemming from different epistemological  backgrounds used different definitions, 
operationalizations, and methods to study transitive reasoning. This led to disagreement about the 
number of abilities involved in transitive reasoning, the kind of responses to be collected, and the 
influence of task characteristics on performance. In this study, we first evaluated the hypothesis 
that different abilities are involved in solving tasks by investigating the dimensionali ty structure 
of a task set with various task characteristics. Both the product scores and the strategy scores were 
analyzed and the results compared. Second, a scale was constructed which measured individual 
differences in transitive reasoning. Third, the influence of task characteristics on the difficulty 
level of tasks was determined. 
The results of MSR DETECT, and Improved DIMTEST for the product data and the strat- 
egy data showed that the dimensionali ty of successively and simultaneously presented tasks did 
not differ. Thus, there is no evidence that in transitive reasoning functional and operational rea- 
soning should be distinguished. This result does not support Piaget 's theory. With respect to 
Sternberg's mixed model, it appeared that Improved DIMTEST suggested different abilities for 
tasks having a verbal content and tasks having a physical  content. Although MSP and DETECT 
did not support this finding, a tentative conclusion might be that there is some evidence that 
the tasks having a verbal content require an additional verbal ability. A possible explanation 
for finding the distinct abilities only by means of DIMTEST may be that the verbal content 
tasks were relatively easy linear syllogisms with respect to the verbal ability component (with- 
out negations or marked adjectives; see Sternberg, 1980b). In terms of Sternberg's mixed model, 
this would mean that verbal content tasks require a weak verbal component in addition to the 
spatial ordering component,  whereas physical  content tasks only require a spatial ordering com- 
ponent. 
In contrast to the results of the past four decades of research on cognitive development 
(see, e.g., Brainerd, 1977; Murray & Youniss, 1968; Smedslund, 1963), we found that the strat- 
egy scores produced more straightforward and useful findings than the product scores. The data 
structure of the strategy scores could be explained by one dimension according to MSR but at 
least three dimensions were needed to explain the data structure of the product scores. The re- 
sults of the three methods did not converge to one interpretation. The multidimensionali ty in the 
product scores might best be explained by the difference in accuracy and meaning of the two 
types of responses. A product score of 1 means that the child had clicked on the correct object. 
A 1 score may therefore not represent true transitive reasoning ability, but instead may be due 
to additional unimportant skills or tricks. The data structure of the product scores is expected to 
be fuzzier than the data structure of the strategy scores, for which the meaning of a 0 or 1 score 
is clearer. This may explain why the product data were multidimensional and the strategy data 
were unidimensional.  
Our population consisted of children of six years and older, which were well capable of 
explaining their thoughts afterwards. This population was chosen because our aim was to de- 
scribe the development of transitive reasoning, but not to determine the age of emergence of 
transitive reasoning. This was often the aim of researchers studying transitive reasoning by 
young children (Braine, 1959; Bryant & Trabasso, 1971; Murray & Youniss, 1968; Smedslund, 
1963). When younger children are studied, the requirement of verbal explanation may cause 
many false negatives due to verbal incapacity. Then, product scores are expected to be more 
useful. 
For the strategy scores, DETECT found that the equality-format tasks (FA = FB = FC = 
leD) formed a distinct cluster. MSP and Improved DIMTEST did not find a distinct dimension 
for the equality-format tasks. The equality-format tasks were easy, and they discriminated well 
between children with low ability levels, and worse between children with higher ability levels. 
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Although the equality-format tasks may not be entirely dimensionally equal to the other tasks, 
they are useful from a practical point of view because they discriminate well at 0 levels not 
covered by the other tasks but desirable for a transitive reasoning scale. 
MSR DETECT, and Improved DIMTEST evaluate dimensionality from different perspec- 
tives on the data. The three methods differ in several ways and each has merits and drawbacks. 
Van Abswoude, et al (2004) concluded that DETECT is the best method to assess true dimen- 
sionality. However, the simple structure assumption is a strong assumption which may not be 
realistic in many psychological settings. MSP is susceptible to locally optimal solutions because 
it uses a sequential clustering procedure. Further, MSP often does not accurately distinguish 
highly correlated abilities (> .4), but DETECT does. However, by forcing tasks into clusters of 
highly correlating traits, DETECT is vulnerable to chance capitalization. Also, Van Abswoude 
et al. (2004) found that DETECT does not reflect dimensionality well when abilities are mea- 
sured by unequal numbers of tasks. Improved DIMTEST does not reflect true dimensionality 
well when abilities are measured by unequal numbers of tasks and these task subsets have equal 
average discrimination. DETECT and Improved DIMTEST both need large sample sizes, and 
Improved DIMTEST has low power for short tests. Nevertheless, when the methods are used 
next to each other, they can compensate each other's shortcomings and offer a detailed descrip- 
tion of the underlying dimensionality. In future research it would be interesting to sample new 
data and use the results from the present study for confirmatory analysis. Multidimensional IRT 
models might be appropriate for this purpose (see e.g., Kelderman & Rijkes, 1994, and Reckase, 
1997). 
It is important to point out that statistical methods give mathematical definitions of dimen- 
sions, and that these dimensions are not equivalent to psychological abilities. The interpretation 
of the dimensionality of the data is dependent on the operationalization of the construct of tran- 
sitive reasoning, but not directly on the construct itself. While usually no explicit distinction is 
made between the operationalization of the construct and the construct itself when interpreting 
the results, the distinction should not be ignored. In our study, we used a broad operationalization 
of transitive reasoning by using different kinds of task characteristics. Using this operationaliza- 
tion, we could explain the structure of the strategy data by means of one dimension. When we 
would have used a narrower operationalization based only on the theory of Piaget (e.g., see Ver- 
weij, Sijtsma & Koops, 1999), we probably would have found another dimensionality structure 
leading to another interpretation. 
Multiple regression was used to determine the influence of task characteristics on the task 
difficulty level. With respect to presentation form, each of the cognitive theories predicted that 
simultaneous presentation was easier than successive presentation. This was indeed what was 
found. With respect to the task format, the equality format appeared to be easier than the other 
formats. This result was correctly predicted by information processing theory and fuzzy trace 
theory but not by Piaget's theory. Verbal and physical content hardly influenced difficulty level, 
and this was only predicted correctly by fuzzy trace theory. 
This study showed that IRT techniques are not only useful tools to construct tests but also 
offer a set of methods to investigate psychological theories, in particular the dimensionality of 
a psychological construct. Now that we know that transitive reasoning can be explained by one 
dimension, further research should be done to interpret this ability in more detail. In our current 
research, Bouwmeester et al. (2004) used a latent class regression model, and found that several 
latent classes could be distinguished in which children used different patterns of correct and in- 
correct strategies and in which the influence of task characteristics on performance was different. 
From a developmental perspective, it is important to determine whether the development of the 
ability found in this study is continuous or discontinuous [see e.g., Hosenfield, Van der Maas, & 
Van den Boom (1997), and Thomas, Lohaus, & Kessler (1999), for studies on discontinuity in 
other Piagetian tasks]. This work is now in progress. 
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